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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a nonnegative square matrix, and let D be a diagonal matrix whose 
iith element is (Ax)Jxj, where x is a (fixed) positive vector. It is shown that the 
number of final classes of A equals n - rank(A - D). We also show that null(A - D) 
=null(A - D)‘, and that this subspace is spanned by a set of nonnegative elements. 
Our proof uses a characterization of nonnegative matrices having a positive eigenvec- 
tor corresponding to their spectral radius. 
We say that a real matrix C is nonnegative (positive), written C > (B) 0, 
if all its coordinates are nonnegative (positive). We say that C is semipositive, 
written C > 0, if C > 0 and CZO. The rank of a matrix C will be denoted 
rank C, and the set of vectors t, for which Ct =O, will be denoted nullC. 
Also, let dim N denote the dimension of the subspace N c R “. Of course, if 
c E Rnx”, 
rankC+dim(nullC)=n. (I) 
The spectrum [spectral radius] of a square matrix C will be denoted o(C) 
[r(C)]. Finally, if CER”~” and J~{l,...,n}, C, will stand for the corre- 
sponding square submatrix of C. 
Let C be an n X n nonnegative matrix. We say that i has access to j, 
i,iE{l,..., n}, if for some integer k>O, (Ck)ii>O. We say that i and j 
communicate if they have access to each other. It is well known that the 
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communication relation is an equivalence relation. Hence we may partition 
{I..., n} into equivalence classes of communicating indices. In the sequel, 
these nonempty equivalence classes will simply be called cZu.sses. We say 
that class J has access to class K if some (or equivalently every) i ~1 has 
access to some (or equivalently every) j E K. A class J is called fin& if 1 has 
no access to any class K #I. A class .I is called basic if r( C,) = r(C). 
The purpose of this note is to prove the following result: 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an nXn rwnnegative matrix having k final 
classes, and let x be an arbitrary positive vector. Set 
di = (Ax)Jxi, i=l 12, ,***9 (2) 
and let D be the diagonal matrix defined by 
Then: 
Dii = di, i=l >***, n. (3) 
(a) rank(A - D) = n - k, or equivalently, dim[null(A - D)] = k. 
(b) null(A-D) h as a basis consisting of nonnegative vectors. 
(c) null(A - D)‘= mrll(A - D). 
Our proof of Theorem 1 will use the following simple observation. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be an n x n nonnegative matrix, and bt x be a positive 
vector. Let D be defined by (2) and (3), and let s > 0 be sufficiently large 
thatBfA-D+sI>O.%n: 
(a) B has the same class structure as A. In particular, B has the same 
final classes as A. 
(b) Bx= sx. 
Before proving Theorem 1, we next characterize square nonnegative 
matrices that have a positive eigenvector. 
THEOREM 2. Let B #O be an n X n nonnegative matrix having k final 
classes, and let s be a nonnegative scalar. Then the following are equivalent: 
(A) B has a positive eigenvector corresponding to s. 
(B) s > 0, and for som.e diagonal matrix X having positive elements on 
the diagonal, XP1(sPIB)X is stochastic. 
(C) s = r(B), and the set of final classes of B is precisely the set of its 
basic classes. 
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Moreover, if any of the above conditions hold, then 
(a) rank(B - sZ) = n - k, or equivalently dim[null(B - sZ)] = k. 
(b) mill(B - sZ) h as a basis consisting of nonnegative elements. 
(c) n~(B-sZ)2=null(Z3-sZ). 
Proof. We first show that (A)w(B). Assume first that Bx= sx, where 
x>O. Since B #O, B > 0, and therefore sx = Bx > 0, assuring that s > 0. Let X 
be the diagonal matrix having Xi = xi. Then Xe = x and X - i(s -‘Z?)X is 
stochastic, completing the proof that (A)*(B). Next assume that s >0 and 
that for some diagonal matrix X having Xi > 0 for i = 1,. . . , n, X -l(s-lB)Xe 
= e. Then Bx = sx, where x = Xe>O, completing the proof that (B)*(A). 
We next prove the equivalence of (A) and (C). When s= r(B), this 
equivalence follows directly from Gantmacher [4, vol. II, p. 771; cf. 
Schneider [7, Theorem 21. It remains to show that (A) implies that s = r(B). 
For every E > 0, (S + .s-“B’k Q [s(s + E)-‘]“x. Since B > 0 and x>O, it follows 
that lim __,(s + E)-?I”= 0. By Oldenburger [2, Theorem 21, this assures that 
r(B) <s + E. Since E > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, we have that r(B) <s. But (A) 
establishes that s is an eigenvalue of B, so r(B) >s, and therefore T(B) = s. 
We finally prove that (C) implies (a)-(c). Assume that (C) holds. Theo- 
rem 3 of Schneider [7, p. 1121 implies (c). This fact combined with Theorem 
3.1 of Rothblum [3] assures (a) and (b). (Observe that (b) follows from (a) and 
(c) by Corollary 2 of Schneider [7], p. 1121.) n 
Nonnegative matrices with general structure were considered by 
Rothblum [3], Richman and Schneider [5], and Rothblum and Veinott [6]. 
These studies generalize the results of Theorem 2. 
We finally prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let B and s be as in Lemma 1. This lemma implies 
that B has a positive eigenvector corresponding to s and that the final classes 
of A and B coincide. So part (A) of Theorem 2 is satisfied. It follows that 
(a)-(c) of this theorem hold. The conclusions of Theorem 1 now follow 
directly from the observation that A - D = B - sZ. n 
The transformation that takes a nonnegative matrix A into the nonnega- 
tive matrix B = A - D - sZ, where D is defined in terms of an arbitrary 
positive vector x by (2) and (3), was first suggested by Hans Schneider. It was 
later used by Elsner [l], whose work motivated ours. He used this transfor- 
mation to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the irreducibility of 
A. The main idea of this paper is the observation that the above transforma- 
tion preserves the class structure, that final classes are mapped into basic 
classes; i.e., A and Z? above have the same class structure, and the final 
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classes of A are the basic classes of B. This fact is interesting, since class 
structure and the property of being a final class depend only on the pattern 
of zeros and positive elements, whereas the property of being a basic class 
depends on the size of the elements in the matrix. 
We remark that Elsner’s characterizations of irreducibility follow from 
our result together with the fact that a nonnegative matrix is irreducible if 
and only if B has a unique final class which is its unique basic class and every 
final class of BT is basic. 
We finally remark that our proof of Theorem 1 did not use the implica- 
tion (C)-(A) of Th eorem 2. As observed by Schneider [8], the remaining 
results of Theorem 2 can be deduced without any reference to the Perron- 
Frobenius theory by using the elementary Markov-Taussky theorem (e.g., 
Taussky [9, Theorem 21) and Theorem 2 of Oldenburger [2]. Thus Theorem 
1, as well, can be established without a reference to the Perron-Frobenius 
theory. 
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